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Points: 250 Assignment 3: Title

Criteria
Unacceptable

Below 70% F

Fair

70-79% C

Proficient

80-89% B

Exemplary

90-100% A
1. Briefly explain the
current state of Web
application security to
the Board of Directors.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or
incompletely
explained the
current state of Web
application security
to the Board of
Directors.

Partially explained
the current state of
Web application
security to the
Board of Directors.

Satisfactorily
explained the
current state of Web
application security
to the Board of
Directors.

Thoroughly
explained the
current state of Web
application security
to the Board of
Directors.

2. Describe the major
potential security risks
associated with
maintaining the
organization’s Web
presence, protecting its
assets, and promoting
e-Commerce.
Weight: 15%

Did not submit or
incompletely
described the major
potential security
risks associated with
maintaining the
organization’s Web
presence, protecting
its assets, and
promoting e-
Commerce.

Partially described
the major potential
security risks
associated with
maintaining the
organization’s Web
presence,
protecting its
assets, and
promoting e-
Commerce.

Satisfactorily
described the major
potential security
risks associated
with maintaining the
organization’s Web
presence,
protecting its
assets, and
promoting e-
Commerce.

Thoroughly
described the major
potential security
risks associated
with maintaining the
organization’s Web
presence,
protecting its
assets, and
promoting e-
Commerce.

3. Assess any
techniques and
technologies that you
may need to use to
mitigate those potential
security risks.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or
incompletely
assessed any
techniques and
technologies that
you may need to
use to mitigate those
potential security
risks.

Partially any
techniques and
technologies that
you may need to
use to mitigate
those potential
security risks.

Satisfactorily any
techniques and
technologies that
you may need to
use to mitigate
those potential
security risks.

Thoroughly any
techniques and
technologies that
you may need to
use to mitigate
those potential
security risks.

4. Create an outline of
your new IT security
policies for RollinOn.
Be sure to relate your
policies to the potential
risks.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or
incompletely created
an outline of your
new IT security
policies for RollinOn.
Did not submit or
incompletely related
your policies to the
potential risks. 

Partially created an
outline of your new
IT security policies
for RollinOn.
Partially related
your policies to the
potential risks. 

Satisfactorily
created an outline
of your new IT
security policies for
RollinOn.
Satisfactorily
related your policies
to the potential
risks. 

Thoroughly created
an outline of your
new IT security
policies for
RollinOn.
Thoroughly related
your policies to the
potential risks. 

5. Speculate on the
most common types of
resistance that you
might encounter from
employees when
implementing your new
IT policy.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or
incompletely
speculated on the
most common types
of resistance that
you might encounter
from employees
when implementing
your new IT policy.

 

Partially speculated
on the most
common types of
resistance that you
might encounter
from employees
when implementing
your new IT policy.

 

Satisfactorily
speculated on the
most common types
of resistance that
you might
encounter from
employees when
implementing your
new IT policy.

 

Thoroughly
speculated on the
most common types
of resistance that
you might
encounter from
employees when
implementing your
new IT policy.

 
6. Four (4) quality
references

Weight: 15%

No references
provided.

Does not meet the
required number of
references; some or
all references poor
quality choices.

Meets number of
required references;
all references high
quality choices.

Exceeds number of
required references;
all references high
quality choices.

7. Clarity, writing More than 6 errors 5-6 errors present 3-4 errors present 0-2 errors present
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mechanics, and
formatting requirements

Weight: 10%

present

8. Create an eight to
ten (8-10) slide
PowerPoint
presentation for the
Board of Directors in
which you outline the
major components of
your new IT security
Policy. Be sure to
associate each policy
with specific risks.

Weight: 15%

Did not submit or
incompletely created
an eight to ten (8-
10) slide PowerPoint
presentation for the
Board of Directors in
which you outline
the major
components of your
new IT security
Policy. Did not
submit or
incompletely
associated each
policy with specific
risks.

 

Partially created an
eight to ten (8-10)
slide PowerPoint
presentation for the
Board of Directors
in which you outline
the major
components of your
new IT security
Policy. Partially
associated each
policy with specific
risks.

 

Satisfactorily
created an eight to
ten (8-10) slide
PowerPoint
presentation for the
Board of Directors
in which you outline
the major
components of your
new IT security
Policy. Satisfactorily
associated each
policy with specific
risks.

 

Thoroughly created
an eight to ten (8-
10) slide
PowerPoint
presentation for the
Board of Directors
in which you outline
the major
components of your
new IT security
Policy. Thoroughly
associated each
policy with specific
risks.

 


